Abstract-Part I of this paper examined the mean-square stability and convergence of the learning process of distributed strategies over graphs. The results identified conditions on the network topology, utilities, and data in order to ensure stability; the results also identified three distinct stages in the learning behavior of multiagent networks related to transient phases I and II and the steady-state phase. This Part II examines the steady-state phase of distributed learning by networked agents. Apart from characterizing the performance of the individual agents, it is shown that the network induces a useful equalization effect across all agents. In this way, the performance of noisier agents is enhanced to the same level as the performance of agents with less noisy data. It is further shown that in the small step-size regime, each agent in the network is able to achieve the same performance level as that of a centralized strategy corresponding to a fully connected network. The results in this part reveal explicitly which aspects of the network topology and operation influence performance and provide important insights into the design of effective mechanisms for the processing and diffusion of information over networks.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N PART I of this work [2] , we carried out a detailed transient analysis of the global learning behavior of multi-agent networks. The analysis revealed interesting results about the learning abilities of distributed strategies when constant step-sizes are used to ensure continuous tracking of drifts in the data. It was noted that when constant stepsizes are employed to drive the learning process, the dynamics of the distributed strategies is modified in a critical manner. Specifically, components that relate to gradient noise are not annihilated any longer, as happens when diminishing step-sizes are used. These noise components remain persistently active throughout the adaptation process and it becomes necessary to examine their impact on network performance, such as examining questions of the following nature: (a) can these persistent noise components drive the network unstable? (b) can the degradation in performance be controlled and minimized? (c) what is the size of the degradation? Motivated by these questions, we provided in Part I [2] detailed answers to the following three inquiries: (i) where does the distributed strategy converge to? (ii) under what conditions on the data and network topology does it converge? (iii) and what are the rates of convergence of the learning process? In particular, we showed in Part I [2] that there always exist sufficiently small constant step-sizes that ensure the mean-square convergence of the learning process to a well-defined limit point even in the presence of persistent gradient noise.
We characterized this limit point as the unique fixed point solution of a nonlinear algebraic equation consisting of the weighted sum of individual update vectors. The scaling weights were shown to be given by the entries of the right-eigenvector of the network combination policy corresponding to the eigenvalue at one (also called the Perron eigenvector; its entries are normalized to add up to one and are all strictly positive for strongly-connected networks). The analysis from Part I [2] further revealed that the learning curve of the multi-agent network exhibits three distinct phases. In the first phase (Transient Phase I), the convergence rate of the network is determined by the second largest eigenvalue of the combination policy in magnitude, which is related to the degree of network connectivity. In the second phase (Transient Phase II), the convergence rate is determined by the Perron eigenvector. And, in the third phase (the steady-state phase) the mean-square error (MSE) performance attains a bound on the order of step-size parameters.
In this Part II of the work, we address in some detail two additional questions related to network performance, namely, iv) how close do the individual agents get to the limit point of the distributed strategies over the network? and v) can the system of networked agents be made to match the learning performance of a centralized solution where all information is collected and processed centrally by a fusion center? In the process of answering these questions, we shall derive a closed-form expression for the steady-state MSE of each agent. This closed-form expression turns out to be a revealing result; it amounts to a non-trivial extension of a classical result for stand-alone adaptive agents [3] - [6] to the more demanding context of networked agents and for cost functions that are not necessarily quadratic or of 0018-9448 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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the mean-square-error type. As we are going to explain in the sequel, the closed-form expression of the steady-state MSE captures the effect of the network topology (through the Perron vector of the combination matrix), gradient noise, and data characteristics in an integrated manner and shows how these various factors influence performance. The derived results in this paper applies to connected networks under fairly general conditions and for fairly general aggregate cost functions.
We shall also explain later in Sections V and VI of this part that, as long as the network is strongly connected, a left-stochastic combination matrix can always be constructed to have any desired Perron-eigenvector. This observation has an important ramification for the following reason. Starting from any collection of N agents, there exists a finite number of topologies that can link these agents together. And for each possible topology, there are infinitely many combination policies that can be used to train the network. Since the performance of the network is dependent on the Perron-eigenvector of its combination policy, one of the important conclusions that will follow is that regardless of the network topology, there will always exist choices for the respective combination policies such that the steady-state performance of all topologies can be made identical to each other to first-order in μ max , which is the largest step-size across agents. In other words, no matter how the agents are connected to each other, there is always a way to select the combination weights such that the performance of the network is invariant to the topology. This will also mean that, for any connected topology, there is always a way to select the combination weights such that the performance of the network matches that of the centralized stochastic-approximation (since a centralized solution can be viewed as corresponding to a fully-connected network).
Notation: We adopt the same notation from Part I [2] . All vectors are column vectors. We use boldface letters to denote random quantities (such as u k,i ) and regular font to denote their realizations or deterministic variables (such as u k,i ). We use diag{x 1 , . . . , x N } to denote a (block) diagonal matrix consisting of diagonal entries (blocks) x 1 , . . . , x N , and use col{x 1 , . . . , x N } to denote a column vector formed by stacking x 1 , . . . , x N on top of each other. The notation x y means each entry of the vector x is less than or equal to the corresponding entry of the vector y, and the notation X Y means each entry of the matrix X is less than or equal to the corresponding entry of the matrix Y . The notation x = vec(X) denotes the vectorization operation that stacks the columns of a matrix X on top of each other to form a vector x, and X = vec −1 (x) is the inverse operation. The operators ∇ w and ∇ w T denote the column and row gradient vectors with respect to w. When ∇ w T is applied to a column vector s, it generates a matrix. 1 . A network representing a multi-agent system. The set of all agents that can communicate with node k is denoted by N k .The edge linking any two agents is represented by two directed arrows to emphasize that information can flow in both directions.
II. FAMILY OF DISTRIBUTED STRATEGIES
A. Distributed Strategies: Consensus and Diffusion
We consider a connected network of N agents that are linked together through a topology -see 
where w k,i ∈ R M is the state of agent k at time i , usually an estimate for the solution of some optimization problem, φ k,i−1 ∈ R M and ψ k,i ∈ R M are intermediate variables generated at node k before updating to w k,i , μ k is a non-negative constant step-size parameter used by node k, andŝ k,i (·) is an M × 1 update vector function at node k. We explained in Part I [2] that in deterministic optimization problems, the update vectorsŝ k,i (·) can be selected as the gradient or Newton steps associated with the individual utility functions at the agents [7] . On the other hand, in stocastic approximation problems, such as adaptation, learning and estimation problems [8] - [26] , the update vectorsŝ k,i (·) are usually computed from realizations of data samples that arrive sequentially at the nodes. In the stochastic setting, the quantities appearing in (1)-(3) become random variables and we shall use boldface letters to highlight their stochastic nature. In Example 1 of Part I [2] , we illustrated various choices for s k,i (w) in different contexts. The combination coefficients a 1,lk , a 0,lk and a 2,lk in (1)-(3) are nonnegative convex-combination weights that each node k assigns to the information arriving from node l and will be zero if agent l is not in the neighborhood of agent k. Therefore, each summation in (1)- (3) is actually confined to the neighborhood of node k. We let A 1 , A 0 and A 2 denote the N × N matrices that collect the coefficients {a 1,lk }, {a 0,lk } and {a 2,lk }. Then, the matrices A 1 , A 0 and A 2 satisfy
where 1 is the N × 1 vector with all its entries equal to one. Condition (4) means that the matrices {A 0 , A 1 , A 2 } are left-stochastic (i.e., the entries on each of their columns add up to one). We also explained in Part I [2] that different choices for A 1 , A 0 and A 2 correspond to different distributed strategies, such as the such as the traditional consensus [7] , [8] , [11] - [14] , [27] and diffusion (ATC and CTA) [17] - [22] , [25] , [26] algorithms -see Table I . In our analysis, we will proceed with the general form (1)- (3) to study all three schemes, and other possibilities, within a unifying framework.
B. Review of the Main Results From Part I [2]
Due the coupled nature of the social and self-learning steps in (1)-(3), information derived from local data at agent k will be propagated to its neighbors and from there to their neighbors in a diffusive learning process. It is expected that some global performance pattern will emerge from these localized interactions in the multi-agent system. As mentioned in the introductory remarks, in Part I [2] and in this Part II, we examine the following five questions:
• Limit point: where does each state w k,i converge to?
• Stability: under which condition does convergence occur?
• Learning rate: how fast does convergence occur?
• Performance: how close does w k,i get to the limit point?
• Generalization: can w k,i match the performance of a centralized solution? In Part I [2] , we addressed the first three questions in detail and derived expressions that fully characterize the answer in each case. One of the main conclusions established in Part I [2] is that for general left-stochastic matrices {A 1 , A 0 , A 2 }, the agents in the network will have their iterates w k,i converge, in the mean-square-error sense, to the same limit vector w o that corresponds to the unique solution of the following algebraic equation:
where the update functions s k (·) are defined further ahead in (17) as the conditional means of the update directionsŝ k,i (·) used in (1)-(3), and each positive coefficient p k is the kth entry of the following vector: Here, μ max is the largest step-size among all agents, π k is the kth entry of the vector π A 2 θ , and θ is the right eigenvector of A A 1 A 0 A 2 corresponding to the eigenvalue at one with its entries normalized to add up to one, i.e.,
We refer to θ as the Perron eigenvector of A. The unique solution w o of (5) has the interpretation of a Pareto optimal solution corresponding to the weights { p k } [2] , [21] , [28] . By selecting different combination policies A, or even different topologies, the entries { p k } can be made to change (since θ will change) and the limit point w o resulting from (5) can be steered towards different Pareto optimal solutions. The second major conclusion from Part I [2] is that, during the convergence process towards the limit point w o , the learning curve at each agent exhibits three distinct phases (see Fig. 2 ): Transient Phase I, Transient Phase II, and Steady-State Phase. These phases were shown in Part I [2] to have the following features:
• Transient Phase I: If the agents are initialized at different values, then the iterates at the various agents will initially evolve in such a way to make each w k,i get closer to the following reference (centralized) recursionw c,i :
which is initialized at
where w k,0 is the initial value of the distributed strategy at agent k. The rate at which the agents approachw c,i is geometric (linear) and is determined by |λ 2 (A)|, the second largest eigenvalue of A in magnitude. If the agents are initialized at the same value, say, e.g., w k,0 = 0, then the learning curves start at Transient Phase II directly.
• Transient Phase II: In this phase, the trajectories of all agents are uniformly close to the trajectory of the reference recursion; they converge in a coordinated manner to steady-state in geometric (linear) rate. The learning curves at this phase are well modeled by the same reference recursion (8) since we showed in (145) from Part I [2] that:
where the error vectors are defined byw
. Furthermore, for small step-sizes and during the later stages of this phase,w c,i will be close enough to w o and the convergence rate r was shown in expression (114) from Part I [2] to be given by
where ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius of its matrix argument, is an arbitrarily small positive number, and H c is defined as the aggregate (Hessian-type) sum:
• Steady-State Phase: The reference recursion (8) continues converging towards w o so that w c,i 2 will converge to zero (−∞ dB in Fig. 2 ). However, for the distributed strategy (1)-(3), the mean-square-error E w k,i 2 at each agent k will converge to a finite steady-state value that is on the order of O(μ max ):
Note that the bound (13) provides a partial answer to the fourth question we are interested in, namely, how close the w k,i get to the network limit point w o . Expression (13) indicates that the mean-square error is on the order of μ max . However, in this Part II, we will examine this mean-square error more closely and provide a more accurate characterization of the steady-state MSE value by deriving a closed-form expression for it. In particular, we will be able to characterize this MSE value in terms of the vector p as follows 1 :
where X is the solution to a certain Lyapunov equation described later in (41) (when = I ), R v is a gradient noise covariance matrix defined below in (27) , and o(μ max ) denotes a strictly higher order term of μ max . Expression (14) is a most revealing result; it captures the effect of the network topology through the eigenvector p, and it captures the 1 The interpretation of the limit in (14) is explained in more detail in Sec. IV.
effects of gradient noise and data characteristics through the matrices R v and X, respectively. Expression (14) is a non-trivial extension of a classical and famous result pertaining to the mean-square-error performance of stand-alone adaptive agents [3] - [6] to the more demanding context of networked agents. In particular, it can be easily verified that (14) reduces to the well-known μMσ 2 v /2 expression for the mean-square deviation of single LMS learners when the network size is set to N = 1 and the topology is removed [3] - [6] . However, expression (14) is not limited to single agents or to mean-square-error costs. It applies to rather general connected networks and to fairly general cost functions.
C. Relation to Prior Work
As pointed out in Part I [2] (see Sec. II-B), most prior works in the literature [7] - [14] , [29] - [33] focus on studying the performance and convergence of their respective distributed strategies under diminishing step-size conditions and for doubly-stochastic combination policies. In contrast, we focus on constant step-sizes in order to enable continuous adaptation and learning under drifting conditions. We also focus on left-stochastic combination matrices in order to induce flexibility about the network limit point; this is because doubly-stochastic policies force the network to converge to the same limit point, while left-stochastic policies enable the networks to converge to any of infinitely many Pareto optimal solutions. Moreover, the value of the limit point can be controlled through the selection of the Perron eigenvector.
Furthermore, the performance of distributed strategies has usually been characterized in terms of bounds on their steady-state mean-square-error performance [7] - [10] , [27] , [29] , [31] , [33] . In Part I [2] of the work, as a byproduct of our study of the three stages of the learning process, we were able to derive performance bounds for the steady-state MSE of a fairly general class of distributed strategies under broader (weaker) conditions than normally considered in the literature. In this Part II, we push the analysis noticeably further and derive a closed-form expression for the steady-state MSE in the slow adaptation regime, such as expression (14) , which captures in an integrated manner how various network parameters (topology, combination policy, utilities) influence performance.
Other useful and related works in the literature appear in [11] - [13] and [30] . These works, however, study the distribution of the error vector in steady-state under diminishing step-size conditions and using central limit theorem (CLT) arguments. They established a Gaussian distribution for the error quantities in steady-state and derived an expression for the error variance but the expression tends to zero as i → ∞ since, under the conditions assumed in these works, the error vectorw k,i approaches zero almost surely. Such results are possible because, in the diminishing step-size case, the influence of gradient noise is annihilated by the decaying step-size. However, in the constant step-size regime, the influence of gradient noise is always present and seeps into the operation of the algorithm. In this case, the error vector does not approach zero any longer and its variance approaches instead a steady-state positive-definite value. Our objective is to characterize this steady-state value and to examine how it is influenced by the network topology, by the persistent gradient noise conditions, and by the data characteristics and utility functions. In the constant step-size regime, CLT arguments cannot be employed anymore because the Gaussianity result does not hold any longer. Indeed, reference [34] illustrates this situation clearly; it derived an expression for the characteristic function of the limiting error distribution in the case of mean-square-error estimation and it was shown that the distribution is not Gaussian. For these reasons, the analysis in this work is based on alternative techniques that do not pursue any specific form for the steady-state distribution and that rely instead on the use of energy conservation arguments [20] , [22] , [35] . As the analysis and detailed derivations in the appendices show, this is a formidable task to pursue due to the coupling among the agents and the persistent noise conditions. Nevertheless, under certain conditions that are generally weaker than similar conditions used in related contexts in the literature, we will be able to derive accurate expressions for the network MSE performance and its convergence rate in small constant step-size regime.
We finally remark that the analysis in this paper and its accompanying Part I [2] is not focused on the solution of deterministic distributed optimization problems, although algorithm (1)- (3) can still be applied for that purpose (see future Sec. VI-B). Instead, we consider a stochastic setting where each individual cost J k (w) is generally expressed as the expectation of some loss function, say, as
and the objective is to minimize the aggregate stochastic cost: 
for all i, k. Furthermore, there exist α ≥ 0 and σ 2 v ≥ 0 such that for all i, k and w ∈ F i−1 :
holds with probability one. Assumption 3 (Update Vector: Lipschitz): There exists a nonnegative λ U such that for all x, y ∈ R M and all k:
where the subscript "U " in λ U means "upper bound". Assumption 4 (Update Vector: Strong Monotonicity): Let p k denote the kth entry of the vector p defined in (6) . There exists λ L > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ R M :
where the subscript "L" in λ L means "lower bound", and λ L may depend on { p k }. Assumption 5 (Jacobian Matrix: Lipschitz): Let w o denote the limit point of the distributed strategy (1)-(3), which was defined earlier as the unique solution to (5) and was characterized in Theorem 1 of Part I [2] . Then, in a small neighborhood around w o , we assume that s k (w) is differentiable with respect to w and satisfies
for all δw ≤ r H for some small r H , and where λ H is a nonnegative number independent of δw.
The following lemma gives the equivalent forms of Assumptions 3-4 when the {s k (w)} happen to be differentiable.
Lemma 1 (Equivalent Conditions on Update Vectors):
Then, having conditions (19) and (20) hold on S is equivalent to the following conditions, respectively,
for any w ∈ S, where · denotes the 2-induced norm (largest singular value) of its matrix argument and
Proof: See Appendix B in Part I [2] .
Next, we introduce two new assumptions onŝ k,i (w), which are needed for the MSE analysis of this Part II. Assumption 6 below has been used before in the stochastic approximation literature -see, for example, [36] 
where we are using the vector x to denote a block vector consisting of entries
we introduce the covariance matrix:
where, again, we are using the notation x to refer to the block vector x = col{x 1 , . . . , x N } with stochastic entries of size M × 1 each. Note that R v,i (x) generally depends on time i . This is because the distribution ofŝ k,i (·) given F i−1 usually varies with time. The following assumption requires that, in the limit, this second-order moment of the distribution tends to a constant value.
Assumption 6 (Second-Order Moment of Gradient Noise):
We assume that, in the limit, R v,i (x) becomes invariant and tends to a deterministic constant value when evaluated at x = 1 ⊗ w o with probability one (almost surely):
Furthermore, in a small neighborhood around 1 ⊗ w o , we assume that there exists deterministic constants λ v ≥ 0, r V > 0, and κ ∈ (0, 4] such that for all i ≥ 0: (28) for all δx ≤ r V with probability one. Example 1: We illustrate how Assumption 6 holds automatically in the context of distributed least-mean-squares estimation. Suppose each agent k receives a stream of data samples {u k,i , d k (i )} that are generated by the following linear model:
where the 1 × M regressors {u k,i } are zero mean and independent over time and space with covariance matrix R u,k = E{u T k,i u k,i } ≥ 0 and the noise sequence {n l ( j )} is also zero mean, white, with variance σ 2 n,l , and independent of the regressors {u k,i } for all l, k, i, j . The objective is to estimate the M × 1 parameter vector w o by minimizing the following global cost function
where
In this case, the actual gradient vector when evaluated at an M × 1 vector x k is given by
and it can be replaced by the instantaneous approximation
(Recall from (2) that the stochastic gradient at each agent k is evaluated at φ k,i−1 and in this case x k = φ k,i−1 .) It follows that the gradient noise vector v k,i (x k ) evaluated at x k , at each agent k is given by (34) and it is straightforward to verify that
which is independent of i and, therefore, condition (27) holds with R v given by (35) . Furthermore, condition (28) is also satisfied. Indeed, let x = col{x 1 , . . . , x N } ∈ R M N , and from (34) we find that
where each G k is a function of w o − x k and is given by
In other words, condition (28) holds for the least-mean-squares estimation case with κ = 2.
Assumption 7 (Fourth-Order Moment of Gradient Noise):
There exist nonnegative numbers α 4 and σ 2 v4 such that for any M × 1 random vector w ∈ F i−1 ,
holds with probability one. This assumption will be used in the analysis for constant step-size adaptation to arrive at accurate expressions for the steady-state MSE of the agents. By assuming that the fourth-order moment of the gradient noise is bounded as in (37), it becomes possible to derive MSE expressions that can be shown to be at most O μ min(3/2,1+κ/2) max away from the actual MSE performance. When the step-sizes are sufficiently small, the size of the term O(μ
) is even smaller and, for all practical purposes, this term is negligible -see expressions (39) - (40) in Theorem 1 (and also (43) ).
Example 2: It turns out that condition (37) is automatically satisfied in the context of distributed least-mean-squares estimation. We continue with the setting of Example 1. From expression (34), we have that for any M × 1 random vector
where steps (a) and (b) use the inequality x + y 4 ≤ 8 x 4 + 8 y 4 , which can be obtained by applying Jensen's inequality to the convex function · 4 . Applying the expectation operator conditioned on F i−1 , we obtain
where step (a) uses the fact that w ∈ F i−1 and is thus determined given F i−1 , and step (b) uses the fact that u k,i and v k,i (i ) are independent of F i−1 .
IV. PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-AGENT LEARNING STRATEGY
A. Main Results
In this section, we are interested in evaluating E w k,i 2 as i → ∞ for arbitrary positive semi-definite weighting matrices . The main result is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Steady-State Performance):
When Assumptions 1-7 hold and the step-sizes are sufficiently small so that the distributed strategy (1)- (3) is mean-square stable, 2 the weighted mean-square-error of (1)- (3) (which includes diffusion and consensus algorithms as special cases) satisfies
where is any positive semi-definite weighting matrix, and X is the unique positive semi-definite solution to the following Lyapunov equation:
where H c was defined earlier in (12) . The unique solution of (41) 
Moreover, if is strictly positive-definite, then X is also strictly positive-definite.
Proof: The argument is nontrivial and involves several steps. The details are provided in Appendix A. We briefly describe the main steps of the proof here: 1) By following the network transformation introduced in Part I [2] , we decompose the error vectorw k,i into three terms, as illustrated in Fig. 3 :
, the offset of w k,i from the centroid of {w k,i }, defined as
where θ k is the kth entry of the Perron vector defined in (7), (ii)w c,i , the offset of the centroid from the reference recursion (8) , and (iii)w c,i , the error between the reference recursion and the optimal solution w o . 2) Only the second term,w k,i , contributes to the steady-state MSE, which we already know from (13) (see also (146) in Part I [2] ) that it is O(μ max ).
For the other two terms,w c,i converges to zero and (u L ,k ⊗ I M )w e,i converges to a higher-order term in μ max . In Sections A and B of Appendix A, we make this argument rigorous by deriving the gap between the error covariance matrices ofw k,i andw c,i and showing that it is indeed a higher-order term. 3) Next, we show that the recursion forw c,i can be viewed as a perturbed version of a linear dynamic system driven by the gradient noise term. In Section C of Appendix A, we bound the gap between these two recursions and show that it is also a higher-order term. This would require us to bound the fourth-order moments of the error quantityw k,i , which are derived in Appendices B-E. 4) Then, in Section D of Appendix A, we examine the covariance matrix of the linear dynamic model and find a closed-form expression for it. 5) Finally, in Section E of Appendix A, we combine all results together to obtain the closed-form expression for the steady-state MSE of the network. Strictly speaking, the limit of E w k,i 2 may not exist as it requires the lim sup and the lim inf of E w k,i 2 to be equal to each other. However, note from (39) and (40) that the first-order terms of μ max in both lim sup and lim inf expressions are the same. When the step-size μ max is small, the lim sup and the lim inf bounds will be dominated by this same first-order term, and the steady-state MSE will be tightly sandwiched between (39) and (40). 3 For this reason, with some slight abuse in notation, we will use the traditional limit notation for simplicity of presentation and will write instead:
Remark: Note from (43) that the steady-state MSE consists of two terms: a first-order term, and a higher-order term. We will show in Sec. V that the first-order term is the same as that of the centralized MSE.
B. Useful Special Cases
Example 3 (Distributed Stochastic Gradient-Descent: General Case): When stochastic gradients are used to define the update directionsŝ k,i (·) in (1)-(3), then we can simplify the mean-square-error expression (43) as follows. We first substitute s k (w) = ∇ w J k (w) into (12) to obtain
Now the matrix H c is the weighted sum of the Hessian matrices of the individual costs {J k (w)} and is therefore symmetric. Then, the Lyapunov equation (41) becomes
3 Recall that we always have lim inf
We have simple solutions to (44) for the following two choices of :
Example 4 (Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent: Uncorrelated Noise):
In the special case that the gradient noises at the different agents are uncorrelated with each other, then R v is block diagonal and we write it as
where R v,k is the M × M covariance matrix of the gradient noise at agent k. Then, the MSE expression (45) at each agent k can be written as
and expression (46) for the weighted MSE becomes
We conclude from (43) that the weighted mean-square-error at each node k will be the same across all agents in the network for small step-sizes. This is an important "equalization" effect. Moreover, as we now verify, the performance level given by (43) is close to the performance of a centralized strategy that collects all the data from the agents and processes them using the following recursion:
To establish this fact, we first note that the performance of the above centralized strategy can be analyzed in the same manner as the distributed strategy. Indeed, letw cent,i w cent,i −w c,i denote the discrepancy between the above centralized recursion and reference recursion (8) . Then, we obtain from (8) and (47) thať
where the operator T c (w) is defined as the following mapping from R M to R M :
Comparing (48) with expression (103) from Part I [2] (repeated below):
we note that these two recursions take similar forms except for an additional perturbation term z i−1 in (49). Therefore, following the same line of transient analysis as in Part I [2] and steady-state analysis as in the proof of Theorem 1 stated earlier, we can conclude that, in the small step-size regime, the transient behavior of the centralized strategy (47) is close to the reference recursion (8) , and the steady-state performance is again given by (43) . Theorem 2 (Centralized Performance): Suppose Assumptions 2-7 hold and suppose the step-size parameter μ max in the centralized recursion (47) satisfies the following condition
Then, the MSE term E w cent,i 2 converges at the rate of
where is an arbitrarily small positive number. Furthermore, in the small step-size regime, the steady-state MSE of (47) satisfies
Remark: Similar to our explanation following (39)- (40), expressions (52)-(53) also mean that, for small step-sizes, the steady-state MSE of the centralized strategy will be tightly sandwiched between two almost identical bounds. Therefore, we will again use the traditional limit notation for the centralized steady-state MSE for simplicity, and will write instead:
which is the same as (43) up to the first-order of μ max .
VI. BENEFITS OF COOPERATION
In this section, we illustrate the implications of the main results of this work in the context of distributed learning and distributed optimization. Consider a network of N connected agents, where each agent k receives a stream of data {x k,i } arising from some underlying distribution. The networked multi-agent system would like to extract from the distributed data some useful information about the underlying process.
To measure the quality of the inference task, an individual cost function J k (w) is associated with each agent k, where w denotes an M ×1 parameter vector. The agents are generally interested in minimizing some aggregate cost function of the form (16):
Based on whether the individual costs {J k (w)} share a common minimizer or not, we can classify problems of the form (55) into two broad categories.
A. Category I: Distributed Learning
In this case, the data streams {x k,i } are assumed to be generated by (possibly different) distributions that nevertheless depend on the same parameter vector w o ∈ R M . The objective is then to estimate this common parameter w o in a distributed manner. To do so, we first need to associate with each agent k a cost function J k (w) that measures how well some arbitrary parameter w approximates w o . The cost J k (w) should be such that w o is one of its minimizers. More formally, let W o k denote the set of vectors that minimize the selected J k (w), then it is expected that
for k = 1, . . . , N. Since J glob (w) is assumed to be strongly convex, then the intersection of the sets W o k should contain the single element w o :
The main motivation for cooperation in this case is that the data collected at each agent k may not be sufficient to uniquely identify w o since w o is not necessarily the unique element in W o k ; this happens, for example, when the individual costs J k (w) are not strictly convex. However, once the individual costs are aggregated into (55) and the aggregate function is strongly convex, then w o is the unique element in W o . In this way, the cooperative minimization of J glob (w) allows the agents to estimate w o .
1) Working Under Partial Observation: Under the scenario described by (57), the solution of (5) (31) would not be strongly convex and there would be infinitely many minimizers to J k (w). In this case, the information provided to agent k via (29) is not sufficient to determine w o uniquely. However, if the global cost function is strongly convex, which can be verified to be equivalent to requiring:
then the information collected over the entire network is rich enough to learn the unique w o . As long as (58) holds for one set of positive { p k }, it will hold for all other { p k }. A "network observability" condition similar to (58) was used in [11] to characterize the sufficiency of information over the network in the context of distributed estimation over linear models albeit with diminishing step-sizes.
2) Optimizing the MSE Performance:
Since the distributed strategies (1)-(3) converge to the same unique minimizer w o of (55) for any set of { p k }, we can then consider selecting the { p k } to optimize the MSE performance. Consider the case where H k ≡ H and μ k ≡ μ and assume the gradient noises v k,i (w) are asymptotically uncorrelated across the agents so that R v from (27) is block diagonal with entries denoted by:
Then, we have β k = 1, p k = θ k and
in which case expression (45) becomes
The optimal positive coefficients {θ k } that minimize (61) subject to
and, substituting into (61), the optimal MSE is then given by
The optimal Perron-eigenvector θ o = col{θ o 1 , . . . , θ o N } can be implemented by selecting the combination policy A as the following Hasting's rule [19] , [39] , [40] :
,
where |N k | denotes the cardinality of the set N k , and step (a) substitutes (62). From (63), we note that the above combination matrix can be constructed in a decentralized manner, where each node only requires information from its own neighbors. In practice, the noise covariance matrices {R v, } need to be estimated from the local data and an adaptive estimation scheme is proposed in [19] to address this issue.
3) Matching Performance Across Topologies: Note that the steady-state mean-square error depends on the vector p, which is determined by the Perron eigenvector θ of the matrix A. The above result implies that, as long as the network is strongly connected, i.e., Assumption 1 holds, a left-stochastic matrix A can always be constructed to have any desired Perron eigenvector θ with positive entries according to (63). Now, starting from any collection of N agents, there exists a finite number of topologies that can link these agents together. For each possible topology, there are infinitely many combination policies that can be used to train the network. One important conclusion that follows from the above results is that regardless of the topology, there always exists a choice for A such that the performance of all topologies are identical to each other to first-order in μ max . In other words, no matter how the agents are connected to each other, there is always a way to select the combination weights such that the performance of the network is invariant to the topology. This also means that, for any connected topology, there is always a way to select the combination weights such that the performance of the network matches that of the centralized solution.
Example 6: We illustrate the result using the diffusion least-mean-square estimation context discussed earlier in Example 1. Consider a network of 30 agents (N = 30), where each agent has access to a stream of data samples {u k,i , d k (i )} that are generated by the linear model (29) . As assumed in Example 1, the 1 × M regressors {u k,i } are zero mean and independent over time and space with covariance matrix R u,k , and the noise sequence {n l ( j )} is also zero mean, white, with variance σ 2 n,l , and independent of the regressors {u k,i } for all l, k, i, j . In the simulation here, we consider the case where M = 10, R u,k = I M . In diffusion LMS estimation, each agent k uses (31) as its cost function J k (w) and (33) as the stochastic gradient vectorŝ k,i (·). Therefore, each agent k adopts the following recursion to adaptively estimate the model parameter w o , which is the minimizer of the global cost function (16):
We randomly generate a topology as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and noise variance profile across agents as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . We choose μ k ≡ μ = 0.0005 to be the step-size for all agents and Hasting's rule (63) as the combination policy. In the simulation, we assume the noise variances are known to the agents. Alternatively, they can also be estimated in an adaptive manner using approaches proposed in [19] . The results are obtained by averaging over 1000 Monte Carlo experiments. In Fig 4(b) , we also show the steady-state MSE of all agents, respectively, and compare them to the theoretical value (the first-order term in (43) ) and to the following centralized LMS strategy:
where p k = θ o k is given by (62). Fig. 4(b) illustrates the equalization effect over the network; each agent in the network achieves almost the same steady-state MSE that is close to the centralized strategy although the noise variances in the data are different across the agents. Furthermore, In Fig. 4 (c) , we illustrate the learning curves of all agents, and compare them to the theoretical value and the centralized LMS strategy.
We observe from Fig. 4 (c) that the learning curves of all agents are close to each other and to the centralized strategy. Finally, we show in Fig. 4 the steady-state MSE of the diffusion strategy at all agents for different values of the stepsizes, and compare them to the MSE of the centralized strategy and against the theoretical values (the first-order term in (43) ). It is seen in the figure that, for small step-sizes, the steady-state MSE values at different agents approach that of the centralized strategy and the first-order term in (43) since the higher-order term in (43) decays faster than the first-order term.
B. Category II: Distributed Optimization
In this case, we include situations where the individual costs J k (w) do not have a common minimizer, i.e., W o = ∅. The optimization problem should then be viewed as one of solving a multi-objective minimization problem 
In other words, w o is the minimizer of the following global cost function:
It is shown in [28, pp. 178-180 ] that the minimizer of (65) is a Pareto-optimal solution for the multi-objective optimization problem (64). And different choices for the vector p lead to different Pareto-optimal points on the tradeoff curve. Now, a useful question to consider is the reverse direction. Suppose, we are given a set of { p k } (instead of A) and we want the distributed strategy (1)-(3) to converge to the limit point w o that is the solution of:
Note that once the topology of the network is given, the positions of the nonzero entries in the matrix A are known and we are free to select the values of these nonzero entries.
One possibility is to choose the same step-size for all agents (i.e., μ k ≡ μ), and to select the nonzero entries of A such that its Perron vector θ equals this desired p. This construction can be achieved by using the following Hasting's rule [19] , [40] :
That is, as long as we substitute the desired set of { p k } into (67) and use the obtained {a k } together with μ k ≡ μ, the distributed strategy will converge to the w o in (66) with the desired { p k }.
VII. CONCLUSION
Along with Part I [2] , this work examined in some detail the mean-square performance, convergence, and stability of distributed strategies for adaptation and learning over graphs under constant step-size update rules. Keeping the step-size fixed allows the network to track drifts in the underlying data models, their statistical distributions, and even drifts in the utility functions. Earlier work [41] has shown that constant adaptation regimes endow networks with tracking abilities and derived results that quantify how the performance of adaptive networks is affected by the level of non-stationarity in the data. Similar conclusions extend to the general scenario studied in Parts I and II of the current work, which is the reason why step-sizes have been set to a constant value throughout our treatment. When this is done, the dynamics of the learning process is enriched in a nontrivial manner. This is because the effect of gradient noise does not die out anymore with time (in comparison, when diminishing step-sizes are used, gradient noise is annihilated by the decaying step-sizes). And since agents are coupled through their interactions over the network, it follows that their gradient noises will continually influence the performance of their neighbors. As a result, the network mean-square performance does not tend to zero anymore. Instead, it approaches a steadystate level. One of the main objectives of this Part II has been to quantify this level and to show explicitly how its value is affected by three parameters: the network topology, the gradient noise, and the data characteristics. As the analysis and the detailed derivations in the appendices of the current manuscript show, this is a formidable task to pursue due to the coupling among the agents. Nevertheless, under certain conditions that are generally weaker than similar conditions used in related contexts in the literature, we were able to derive accurate expressions for the network MSE performance and its convergence rate. For example, the MSE expression we derived is accurate in the first order term of μ max . Once an MSE expression has been derived, we were then able to optimize it over the network topology (for the important case of uniform Hessian matrices across the network, as is common for example in machine learning [42] and meansquare-error estimation problems [35] ). We were able to show that arbitrary connected topologies for the same set of agents can always be made to perform similarly. We were also able to show that arbitrary connected topologies for the same set of agents can be made to match the performance of a fully connected network. These are useful insights and they follow from the analytical results derived in this work. 
where E kk is an M × M matrix with (k, k)-entry equal to one and all other entries equal to zero. We could proceed with the analysis by deriving a recursion ofw i from (1)- (3) and examining the corresponding error covariance matrix, i . However, we will take an alternative approach here by calling upon the following decomposition of the error quantityw k,i from Part I [2] (see Eq. (74) therein): and (u L ,k ⊗ I M )w e,i represents the error of the iterate w k,i at agent k relative to the centroid w c,i . The details and derivation of the decomposition (69) appear in Sec. V-A of Part I [2] . Relation (69) can also be written in the following equivalent global form:
The major motivation to use (70) in our steady-state analysis is that the convergence results and non-asymptotic MSE bounds already derived in Part I [2] for each term in (70) will reveal that some quantities will either disappear or become higher order terms in steady-state for small step-sizes. In particular, we are going to show that the mean-square-error ofw i is dominated by the mean-square-error ofw c,i . Therefore, it will suffice to examine the mean-square-error ofw c,i . We start by recalling the related non-asymptotic and asymptotic bounds from Part I [2] . We derived in expression (103) from Part I [2] the following relation forw c,i :
The two perturbation terms v i (φ i−1 ) and z i−1 were further shown to satisfy the following bounds in Appendix I in Part I [2] . 
B. Approximation of i by 11 T ⊗ˇ c,i
In order to examine i , which is needed for the limiting value of (68), we first establish the result (85) further ahead using (70): in steady-state, the error covariance matrix ofw i (i.e., i ) is equal to the error covaraince matrix of the component 1 ⊗w c,i to the first order in μ max . Indeed, letˇ c,i denote the covariance matrix ofw c,i , i.e.,ˇ c,i E{w c,iw T c,i }. By (70), we have
T where step (a) uses triangular inequality, and step (b) applies Jensen's inequality E[·] ≤ E · to the convex function · and the inequality x y T ≤ x · y . Taking lim sup of both sides as i → ∞, we obtain lim sup
sincew c,i → 0 as i → ∞ according to Theorem 2 in Part I [2] . We now bound the two terms on the right-hand side of (81) using (79)-(80) and show that they are higher order terms of μ max . By (80), the first term on the right-hand side of (81) is O(μ 2 max ) because
Moreover, for any random variables x and y, we have |E{x y}| 2 ≤ E{x 2 } · E{ y 2 }. Applying this result to the last term in (81) we have
Using (79) and (80), we conclude that
Therefore, substituting (82) and (84) into (81), we conclude that lim sup
C. Approximation ofˇ c,i byˇ a,i
Now we examine the expression forˇ c,i at steady-state (i → ∞) to arrive at further expression (109). To do this, we rewrite expressions (71)-(74) forw c,i aš
Next, we show that the mean-square-error betweenw c,i generated by (86) and thew a,i generated by the following auxiliary recursion is small for small step-sizes:
Indeed, subtracting (89) from (86) leads tǒ
We recall the definition of the scalar factor γ c from Eq. (166) in Part I [2] :
Now evaluating the squared Euclidean norm of both sides of (90), we get
where in step (a) we used the convexity of the squared norm · 2 , and in step (b) we introduced B c I M − μ max H c . We now proceed to bound the three terms on the right-hand side of the above inequality. First note that
Under Assumption 5, conditions (22) and (23) 
and by (22) , we have H c ) , where λ max (·) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix argument. This implies that
Substituting (94) and (95) into (93), we obtain
where in the last inequality we used (1 − x) ≤ (1 − 
Then, we have
where step (a) uses Assumption 5 and the last inequality
where in step (a) we used (19) and (22), in step (b) we used the fact that w c,i−1 + w c,i−1 > r H in the current case, and in step (c) we used the relation x + y 2 ≤ 2 x 2 + 2 y 2 .
Based on (98) and (99) from both cases, we have
The third term on the right-hand side of (92) can be bounded by (75). Therefore, substituting (96), (100) and (75) into (92) and applying the expectation operator, we get
where in the last term on the right-hand side of (101) 
As long as γ c < 1, which is guaranteed by the stability condition (129) from Part I [2] , inequality (104) leads to
Based on (105), we can now show that the steady-state covariance matrix ofw c,i is equal to the covariance matrix ofw a,i plus a high order perturbation term. First, we havě (w a,i +w c,i −w a,i )(w a,i +w c,i −w a,i ) T
The second to the fourth terms in (106) are asymptotically high order terms of μ max . Indeed, for the second term, we have as i → ∞:
Likewise, the third term in (106) is asymptotically O(μ 3/2 max ). For the fourth term in (106), we have as i → ∞:
where step (a) applies Jensen's inequality to the convex function · , step (b) uses the relation x y T ≤ x · y , and step (c) uses (105). Substituting (107)- (108) into (106), we get,
Combining (109) with (85) we therefore find that lim sup
where step (a) uses the fact that the 2−induced matrix norm is the largest singular value and that the singular values of X ⊗Y are equal to the products of the respective singular values of X and Y .
D. Evaluation ofˇ a,∞
We now proceed to evaluateˇ a,i from recursion (89):
We will verify that the last perturbation term in (111) is also a high-order term in μ max . First note that
Next, we bound the rightmost term inside the expectation of (112). We also need to bound it in two separate cases before arriving at a universal bound: 1) Case 1: (28) in Assumption 6, we have
In this case, we have
To proceed, we first bound R v,i (w) as follows, where
where in step (a) we used X ≤ Tr(X) for any symmetric positive semi-definite matrix X, in step (b) we used the definition of v i (w) in (25) , and in step (c) we used (18) . Using (115) with w = φ i−1 and w = 1 ⊗ w o , respectively, for the two terms on the right-hand side of (114), we get
where in step (a) we used the fact that φ i−1 > r V in the current case. In summary, from (113) and (116), we obtain the following bound that holds in general:
Substituting (117) into (112), we arrive at
where in step (a) we used the relationφ i−1 = A T 
We now show that the covariance matrices obtained from these two recursions are close to each other in the sense that
Subtracting (119) from (111), we geť
Taking the 2-induced norm of both sides, we get
where in step (a) we are using (96). Taking lim sup of both sides the above inequality, we obtain lim sup
where step (a) uses (118). Recalling that γ c < 1, which is already guaranteed by choosing μ max according to the stability condition (129) in Part I [2] , we can move the first term on the right-hand side of (121) to the left, divide both sides by 1 − γ 2 c and get
where in step (a) we are substituting (91).
E. Final Expression for ∞
Therefore, by (110) and (120), we have lim sup
As i → ∞, the unperturbed recursion (119) converges to a unique solutionˇ o a,∞ that satisfies the following discrete Lyapunov equation:
where we used (27) from Assumption 6. 7 In other words, as 7 The almost sure convergence in (27) N w o 2 + N σ 2 v , which can be proved by following a similar line of argument in (115) using (18), (25), and (26).
Furthermore, using (68) and (125), we also have
where step (a) uses Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and step (b) uses the equivalence of matrix norms. The bound (126) is useful in that it has the following implications about the lim sup and lim inf of the weighted mean-square-error E w k,i 2 :
where step (a) adds and subtracts the same term, step (b) uses x ≤ |x|, step (c) uses (126), and step (d) uses the property Tr(X ⊗ Y ) = Tr(X)Tr(Y ) for Kronecker products [45, p.142] . Likewise, the lim inf of the weighted MSE can be derived as
where step (a) adds and subtracts the same term, step (b) uses x ≥ −|x|, step (c) uses (126), and step (d) uses the property Tr(X ⊗ Y ) = Tr(X)Tr(Y ) for Kronecker products. Note from (127) and (128) that the first terms in the lim sup and lim inf bounds are the same, and the second terms are highorder terms of μ max . Therefore, once we find the expression forˇ o a,∞ , we will have a complete characterization of the steady-state MSE.
Now we proceed to derive the expression forˇ o a,∞ . Vectorizing both sides of (124), we obtain
where step (a) uses the fact that
Note that the existence of the inverse of I M ⊗ H c + H c ⊗ I M is guaranteed by (23) for the following reason. First, condition (23) ensures that all the eigenvalues of H c have positive real parts. To see this, let λ(H c ) and x 0 (x 0 = 0) denote an eigenvalue of H c and the corresponding eigenvector. 8 Then,
where (·) * denotes the conjugate transpose operator, and the last step uses the fact that H c is real so that H * c = H T c . 8 Note that the matrix H c need not be symmetric and hence its eigenvalues and eigenvectors need not be real.
Summing (130) and (131) leads to
where the last step uses (23) . Furthermore, the M 2 eigenvalues of 
and, hence,
where step (a) is because
Substituting (133) into (127) and (128), we obtain
Note that the term (134) and (135) is in fact the vectorized version of the solution matrix X to the Lyapunov equation (41) for any given positive semi-definite weighting matrix . Using again the relation Tr(
, the lim sup and lim inf expressions (134)-(135) for the weighted MSE become
As a final remark, since condition (23) ensures that all the eigenvalues of H c have positive real parts, i.e., the matrix −H c is asymptotically stable, the following Lyapunov equation, which is equivalent to (41),
(−H
T c )X + X (−H c ) = − will have a unique solution given by (42) [45, pp. 145-146] and is positive semi-definite (strictly positive definite) if is symmetric and positive semi-definite (strictly positive definite) (see [43, p. 39] and [38, p. 769] ).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
The arguments in the previous appendix relied on results (102) and (103) from Lemma 2. To establish these results, we first need to introduce a fourth-order version of the energy operator we dealt with in Appendices C and D in Part I [2] , and establish some of its properties.
Definition 1 (Fourth Order Moment Operator): Let x = col{x 1 , . . . , x N } with sub-vectors of size M×1 each. We define P (4) [x] to be an operator that maps from R M N to R N :
By following the same line of reasoning as the one used for the energy operator P [·] in Appendices C and D in Part I [2] , we can establish the following properties for P (4) [·].
Lemma 3 (Properties of the 4th Order Moment Operator):
The operator P (4) [·] satisfies the following properties: 1) (Nonnegativity): P (4) [x] 0 2) (Scaling): P (4) [ax] = |a| 4 · P (4) [x] 3) (Convexity): Suppose x (1) , . . . , x (K ) are N × 1 block vectors formed in the same manner as x, and let a 1 , . . . , a K be non-negative real scalars that add up to one. Then,
4) (Super-additivity):
5) (Linear transformation): 
7) (Centralizd operation):
with the same factor 
where e,4 is the L × L matrix defined as
. . .
To proceed, we recall the transformed recursions (103)-(104) from Part I [2] , namely,
If we now apply the operator P (4) [·] to recursions (147)- (148), and follow arguments similar to the those employed in 
where γ c is defined in (91), and e,4 is defined in (146), Moreover, the entries in (152)- (153) are given by:
Proof: See Appendix C. Observe from (149) that the recursion of the fourth order moments are coupled with the second order moments contained inW i−1 . Therefore, we will augment recursion (149) together with the following recursion for the second-order moment developed in (115) of Part I [2] :
to form the following joint recursion:
The stability of the above recursion is guaranteed by the stability of the matrices and F 4 , i.e.,
The stability of has already been established in Appendix J of Part I [2] . Now, we discuss the stability of F 4 .
Using (155)- (160) and the definition of γ c in (96), we can express F 4 as
which has a similar structure to -see expressions (116)-(117) in Part I [2] , and where in the last step we absorb the factor 1 T in the (1, 2)-th block into O(μ max ). Therefore, following the same line of argument from (278) to (295) in Appendix J of Part I [2] , we can show that F 4 is also stable when the step-size parameter μ max is sufficiently small. Iterating (164), we get
When both and F 4 are stable, we have
which implies that, for the fourth-order moment, we get lim sup
To evaluate the right-hand side of the above expression, we derive expressions for (I − F 4 ) −1 and (I − ) −1 using the following formula for inverting a 2 × 2 block matrix [45, p. 48] , [35, p. 16] :
By (166), we have the following expression for (I − F 4 ) −1 :
Applying relation (169) to (170), we have
Furthermore, recall from (116)-(117) of Part I [2] for the expression of :
Observing that and F 4 have a similar structure, we can similarly get the expression for (I − ) −1 as
In addition, by substituting (157)- (158) into (153), we note that
Substituting (172), (173) and (175) into the right-hand side of (168) and using we obtain lim sup
where the last step follows from basic matrix algebra. Recalling the definition ofW 4,i in (150), we conclude (102)- (103) from (176).
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 4
A. Perturbation Bounds
Before pursuing the proof of Lemma 4, we first state a result that bounds the fourth-order moments of the perturbation terms that appear in (147), in a manner similar to the bounds we already have for the second-order moments in (75)-(78).
Lemma 5 (Fourth-Order Bounds on the Perturbation Terms):
Referring to (147), the following bounds hold for any i ≥ 0.
where g o
B. Recursion for the 4th Order Moment ofw c,i
To begin with, note that by evaluating the squared Euclidean norm of both sides of (147) we obtain:
By further squaring both sides of the above expression, we get
Taking the conditional expectation of both sides of the above expression given F i−1 and recalling that E[v i |F i−1 ] = 0 based on (17), we get
where step (a) uses the inequality (x + y) 2 ≤ 2x 2 + 2y 2 . To proceed, we call upon the following bounds.
Lemma 6 (Useful Bounds):
The following bounds hold for arbitrary i :
Proof: See Appendix E. Substituting (181)-(184) into (180), we obtain
We further call upon the following inequality to bound the last term in (185):
Applying the above inequality to the last term in (185) with
we get
where inequality (a) is using a = γ c < 1, which is guaranteed for sufficiently small step-sizes. Substituting (186) into (185), we get 
C. Recursion for the 4th Order Moment of w e,i
We now derive an inequality recursion for E w e,i 4 . First, applying P (4) [·] operator to both sides of (148), we get P (4) [w e,i ] = P (4) In the above expression, we are using the fact that w c,i−1 and z i−1 are determined by the history up to time i −1. Therefore, given F i−1 , these two quantities are deterministic and known so that E P (4) 
By the definition of z i−1 in (74), we get: Next, we prove the bound for P (4) = γ c · P (4) 
·1
T P (4) 
